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Fingerprint Based Cryptography Technique for Improved Network Security Sandip Dutta, Soubhik Chakraborty and N.C.Mahanti Abstract-We propose an improved technique in which encryption and decryption are done with the help of the combined key generated from extracted features of sender’s and receiver’s fingerprints. The facial images of the sender and the receiver, which hide their respective fingerprints, are used for authentication purpose.



The technique safeguards against the different types of biometric



authentication attacks such as spoof attack, replay attack, template attack etc. in network communication.



Index Terms—Modified DES algorithm, MD5 algorithm, Biometric, Cryptography, Steganography.



1 Introduction With the advancement in networking technology helping us to connect to any part of the globe and the openness and scalability of the internet opening up a number of new on-line applications, the threats from attackers have also grown drastically. In recent years, attackers have shown increasing sophistication in their ability to launch attacks which threaten the security of the devices connected to the internet. Our algorithm maintains confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and key management. Biometric authentications help us to measure human physiological or behavioral characteristics to verify an individual’s identity. The Biometric characteristics should be the unique characteristics of an individual which should not be easily duplicated and should not change overtime.



2 Previous works Very little work has been done in the field of cryptography with the help of biometrics because biometric generates a different key each time, and for the encryption and the decryption process, we require a single key for symmetric algorithm. The incorporation of biometrics into cryptography the algorithm [1] has suggested two approaches: release of the key and generation of the key. The algorithms pertaining to key release ([2]-[4]) require the following: (1) Storing the cryptographic key as a part of the user database.



(2) Availability of the database when matching the cryptographic key. (3) Two different processes for the user’s authentication and key generation. The issue with the algorithm is related to the identification of the person who produces the key. Thus, it can deliberately be done by the user to choose a weak key. This issue is in addition to the issue that the stored keys in the database could be easily hacked. Another issue is that an enrollment process is required to store the template. Some of the problems caused by the key release algorithms are avoided by the use of the key generation algorithms in the following way: (1) Bind the secret key to the biometric information and (2) Eliminate the requirement to access the biometric template. As depicted in the ([2],[5]-[11]), the key generation is more complicated than the key release because it requires pre-aligned sample representations and complicated calculations. The algorithm [12] which we proposed earlier had a feature of transmitting the receiver’s fingerprint over the network so that the sender could generate the master key for the encryption of the message. This directly meant that the users would lose their identities as the sender will be having the entire fingerprints of the receiver and in the transmission process, in case of the man in the middle attack, the attacker could very easily move away with the fingerprint of both the parties. In our proposed system the key generation is done with the combination of
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sender’s and receiver’s fingerprints. The receiver generates private key from the feature extraction of his fingerprint and the sender also generates private key from the feature extraction of his fingerprint. The symmetric key is formed with the combination of the sender’s and the receiver’s private keys.



3 Attacks User authentication is fundamental for protecting the information and biometric authentication system easily verifies a user’s identity and has not to remember things like password. Like other authentication system the biometric authentication systems are vulnerable to attack. The algorithm [13] describes different types of biometric attacks which are as follows: a) Spoof Attack: To forge a fake biometric copy of a legitimate user and provide the same to the identification sensor. Spoofing fingerprints is done by getting the fingerprints of legitimate users left over on some hard surfaces such as glass, compact disk etc. b) Replay Attack: To obtain the previously submitted data for a legitimate user either through some sniffer device or some sniffer software during some successful authentication process or obtaining the same through the collection of some residual print left over on the biometric sensor. This illegitimately obtained data is then presented to the sensor. c) Data simulation: To simulate the legitimate user’s physical identity by hit and trial method by initially selecting an image and then progressively matching the scores for each progression. d) Template attack: To add a new template, modify or remove or steal an existing template. Stolen templates can even be used to reverse engineer the biometric system thereby generating synthetic fingerprint images to fool a commercial thumb print.



4.1 Description The sender first requests the receiver for the key. The receiver, in turn, captures certain unique features of his fingerprint (and not the entire fingerprint) and hides it into his facial image. This



4 Finger Print with cryptography for Network Security (Proposed Scheme) In this paper, we have proposed an algorithm to implement a biometric key by generating it from a combination of some of the unique features of the sender’s and receiver’s fingerprints. The receiver sends his unique features of his fingerprint with the feature extraction algorithm, hides it with the least significant digit algorithm [14] (least significant bit of a binary image is replaced by 1 or 0, which is lossless and the data can be directly manipulated and recovered) in his facial image, so that the information in facial does not get disrupted and sends it to the sender. Sender easily identifies the receiver with help of the facial image and thus identification process can be avoided. The receiver will definitely send his photo because if the sender does not recognize him, sender will not send the confidential message to receiver. Sender also extracts unique features of his fingerprint. The master key is generated from combining (XOR) the unique features of sender’s and receiver’s fingerprints and using MD5 (Message Digest Algorithm 5) [15] hashing algorithm, which converts an arbitrary length byte string into a 128-bit value. From the master key, the random sequence is generated depending on the length of the message and the message is then encrypted with the help of modified DES algorithm. In standard DES algorithm the message encryption and decryption is done with single primary key but in our algorithm each 64 bit message is encrypted and decrypted with the different 64 bit and key is generated from the combination of sender’s and receiver’s fingerprint. The sender’s key and random sequence is sent to receiver hidden into sender’s facial image and sent back to receiver along with the encrypted message. Key generated from biometrics will be used for encryption and decryption purpose, in our algorithm.



stego-image (when a secret message is hidden within a cover image, the resulting product is called a stegoimage)[16] is used to generate the key and is sent to the sender. When the sender receives this image, unhide the image to find out the unique feature of the receiver and thus the key of the receiver. There is no need for authentication because image of the receiver
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itself proves his authenticity. The sender also generates the key from the unique features of his own fingerprint. The master key is generated with the combination (XOR) of the recipient's key (originally sent by the receiver) and the sender's key. A key of 128 bits is generated with the help of a standard hashing algorithm MD5. The message which is intended to be sent to the receiver needs to be encrypted with the modified DES algorithm. In the proposed algorithm, from the 128-bit key a random sequence is generated depending on the length of the message, and for every 64-bit message, a separate 64-bit key is used to encrypt and decrypt the message. In DES algorithm symmetric key of 64-bit is used for encryption and decryption of the message. In our modified DES algorithm each 64 bit of message is encrypted with the different set of 64 bit key, which is generated randomly with the different combination of 128 bit key generated from MD5 algorithm. The length of the above key is formed depending on the length of the message. After interchanging the rows with the columns of random sequence generated from the above mentioned step a new sequence number is generated. This new sequence number and unique features of the sender’s fingerprint is hidden in the sender’s facial image using the least significant algorithm of Steganography. The stego image is sent to the intended receiver along with the encrypted message. Each time the program is



executed, a different random sequence is formed. Sender can send same message to different receiver with different key and different sequence no. At the second stage the recipient on receiving the image follows the extraction steps using the least significant bit based Steganography method thereby extracting the random sequence and the sender’s key generated from his fingerprint. The random sequence is converted from column to row. This is an additional security measure. The receiver’s generated private key is with the receiver. Master key of 128 bits is generated with the help of a standard hashing algorithm MD5 after combining the receiver's key, generated from his fingerprint and the sender's key. The encrypted message will be decrypted with modified DES algorithm using the symmetric key following the same steps as above for encryption, i.e. every 64-bit message with separates 64-bit key using the same random sequence. There might be a scenario in which an intruder gets the image and the extracted features of the receiver. Even then, his motive to obtain the information illegitimately does not succeed because even if the two features are available with the intruder, he doesn’t have the algorithm to recognize the pattern in which the fingerprint features are hidden in the facial image of the receiver. Thus there is another justification for not requiring authentication of the receiver.
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In the following figure 1, we describe how the message is encrypted and decrypted



SENDER A



Sender request for receiver’s key



RECEIVER B



Receiver generates key from feature of his fingerprint and hides it in his facial image



Sender unhide and extracts B’s key



Sender also generates key from feature of his fingerprint



Unhide



Sender’s key generated from his fingerprint



Random sequence



Keys of both fingerprints of A and B are combined(XOR)



K1



K2



K3



K4



Original message



K5 64 bits each Kn



Encryption



Hide sender’s facial image with random sequence & sender’s key with Steganography



4. 2 Features of the proposed method The important features of the proposed method are as follows: The sender and the receiver send only the unique features of their fingerprints and not the entire fingerprint. Thus, the identity is not lost. The receiver sends the unique features of his fingerprint after hiding it using least significant method into his own facial image. The sender also sends unique features of his fingerprint. This makes it next to impossible for an attacker to generate the master key. The receiver’s image is sent only after receiving the request from the sender, so the receiver knows



128 bits key is generated (Hashing MD5)



Encrypted Message



128 bits key is generated, also a random sequence is generated



Key of both A and B are combined (XOR)



K1



K2



K3



K4



K5



Kn



Decryption



Get back original message



a message has to receive by receiver, thus acknowledge is established between sender and receiver. Using random sequence facilitates generation of a unique 64-bit key each time for the same message. For every 64-bit information, a separate 64 bit key is used for encryption and decryption. Sequence number of row and column are interchanged and sent to receiver and the receiver has to interchange again.
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5 DEFEAT ATTACKS Spoofing Fingerprints: In the proposed system, the sender and receiver send the unique features of their fingerprint, hidden in their facial images thus eliminating the need to save the fingerprint in the database and eliminating the possibility of any kind of spoofing attack. Replay Attack: Replay attacks can be defeated in proposed system because authentication process is done from the facial images of the sender the receiver and there is no scope for the attacker to collect the residual print from the memory of the sensor. Data Simulation: In the proposed system the fingerprint is not captured from any sensor of the public domain. Transmission Attack: Features of receiver’s fingerprint are hidden into his facial image and sent to the sender. Features of the sender’s fingerprint is also hidden into his facial image and sent to receiver. Thus transmission attack is avoided. Template Attack: Template attack is not possible in our proposed system.



6 Evaluation of Proposed Method Network security schemes are evaluated using several criteria as given in [17] and [18]. Evaluations of our scheme on these criteria are given below. Uniqueness: The fingerprint image of the sender and the receiver are combined to form unique characteristics. In the proposed algorithm, we are taking features of fingerprint making intrusion very difficult. Permanence: Only the features of the fingerprint are sent, the characteristics remain the same. Universality: Fingerprints are universal characteristics. Performance: The fingerprint identification accuracy should be achievable with respect to the available resources and the identification should be achievable under all working conditions (e.g. environmental factors).



Collect Ability: The fingerprinting is evenly quantifiable. Circumnavigation: It would be difficult to fool the system with fraudulent and inappropriate private keys. Acceptability: The proposed biometric technique should be acceptable by the masses in this age of technology. Storage Requirements: It basically refers to each party's quantitative information requirement to store subsequent information. Sender and receiver need not have to maintain a huge database. Communication Requirement: Each party needs to provide their feature of their fingerprint to the other to generate the appropriate random key sequence. Computational Requirement: Computations are only needed by the persons involved in communication to generate the master key and random sequence with the features of fingerprints only. Computational time is negligible since no matching is required with public databases and the facial image itself proves their identity. Implementation Costs: With vertical fall of the hardware cost, the acquisition of finger print scanner is very low. Steganography Scheme Support: Steganography involving hiding key generated from fingerprint in the facial images using least significant digit algorithm, so that there is no change in the image of the face. Fingerprint liveness: Due to environmental and physiological factors there is a change in the biometric image and thus the biometric template is not consistent enough to use as a cryptographic key. But in our case the user is creating the key depending on the present biometric template. We next provide an interesting comparison of the six algorithms, given in Table 10.1 on page 184 of the Schenier’s book [15] with our algorithm, in Table 1.
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Table 1. Classes of Algorithms with Performance Algorithm Symmetric encryption algorithms Public-key encryption algorithms Digital signature algorithms Key-agreement algorithms One-way hash functions Message authentication codes Our algorithm



Confidentiality



Authentication



Integrity



Key Management



Yes



No



No



Yes



Yes



No



No



Yes



No Yes No No Yes



Yes Optional No Yes Yes



Yes No Yes Yes Yes



No Yes No No Yes



In Table 2, we have summarized the timing on message length, random sequence generation, encryption, watermarking, de-watermarking followed



by decryption of the message. Every time the program is executed a different random sequence is formed.



Table 2. No. of Characters vs. Time No of Characters in a message 16 32 64 112



Hashing (Sec.) 1.2168 1.2636 1.2168 1.2324



Encryption (Sec.) 0.24648 0.2496 0.3588 0.5928



7 Conclusion



Hiding (Sec.) 1.3542 1.3570 1.4570 1.5130



Unhiding (Sec.) 0.9108 1.0140 1.0997 1.2320



Decryption (Sec.) 0.1560 0.2028 0.2808 0.4836



print, each time a separate key can be generated. To tackle this problem can be a future work in this area.



The scheme of using feature extraction from the sender and the receiver’s fingerprints has a number of advantages. Since the scheme uses only certain features of the fingerprint, neither the sender nor the receiver will lose their fingerprint identity. The hiding extracted features in the facial image of the sender and receiver can be used to validate the two communicating parties. This maintains the main motive of the network security, i.e. to maintain the integrity and the security of the data to be transferred over the network. The sender and the receiver can change the key depending on parameter of the extraction of the fingerprint image. In the proposed scheme, we are using the sender’s and receivers extracted features of their fingerprints. Depending upon the manner of scanning the finger
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